From: Patrick O'Shaughnessy
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:15 PM
To: Me; McMonigal-St Dennis, Barb (CI-StPaul); Nelima Sitati; Kelly O'Shaughnessy
Subject: Re: Scan Jun 13, 2016, 9.38 PM

Hi Barb & Nelima,
I wanted to please provide to both the Summit Hill Association and the Saint Paul City Council
written, signed, letters from a number of our neighbors on both Fairmount Ave. and Osceola
Street supporting the approval of our application. We have additional neighbors that we spoke
to that support our application, but unfortunately did not deliver their letters to us tonight. We
will plan to bring these letters of support to the meeting on Wednesday. Under separate cover,
we will send a number of thank you letters that we have received from neighbors in the past
thanking us for hosting neighborhood parties at our house. These thank you letters relate to the
neighborhood party we held at our house to welcome all the new people/families that built the
new houses on Osceola and Fairmount Avenue.
This is a family friendly 45th birthday party for my wife and her family, friends and our
neighbors who all encouraged us to host a party due to having such a wonderful experience the
last time we held one (see thank you letters sent under separate email). Its a family friendly
event with all of our friends and neighbor kids attending the event. We have a magic act, puppet
show, crafts and even a balloon maker to make sure all the kids are having fun. In addition we
have hired a food truck and will be working with a team of folks to serve food. It
For the birthday we also brought in a sound team named Peak Performance, a DJ
service. During the event we will be playing music. We hired a DJ so that my wife and I would
be free to be together for the night without worrying about controlling music & so that the sound
level could be managed in compliance with the city's requirements. We held a meeting with the
sound team, specifically to cover the city requirements and ensure our event complies with
them. We have agreed to the following items with our sound team:
1. The are bringing a decibel reading monitor to our event & at pre-check will make sure their
sound volume complies within the decibel limits set by the city. Once the pre-check sound level
is set they have agreed to maintain it at that level for the entire night.
2. Additionally, they are putting a noise screen/director that will help ensure that the music from
the speaker is directed to the South towards the alley & away from the Rabbe house (on the
east) This should help to minimize the noise.
3. To help ensure that the event is monitored for start and end times, our team has agreed to time
stamp the event for their start & end. This is a video recording of their play system that shows
exactly when it was turned on & ended so that the city can know the ordinance was followed.
We hope that these letters of support help to show that we are good neighbors and members of
the Saint Paul Community. We would deeply appreciate your support and approval of our
application.
Kind Regards,
Patrick & Kelly O'Shaughnessy

